Spring bear
2020 S E AS ON

A UNI QUE SEA SO N...

2020…a year to remember in more ways than

closures. But, it allowed us time for ourselves

one. On top of Coronavirus, it was a year with big

which is something that is quite rare as a Guide

plans that simply turned into deferrals. Covid-19

Outfitter.

shut down Outfitters nationwide thanks to border

I placed a half dozen cameras in the area we had
seen him prior years. We had always seen him
around May 10th, and this year was no exception.
On May 13th, he hit one of the cameras, so I
knew he was still in the area and hadn’t moved
on. I began hunting the surrounding countryside,
spending a day here and a day there. Waiting,
watching. Nothing…
I would hunt certain locations for a few days at a
time, hoping to catch Chevron moving. I would
consistently see every other bear I had previously
spotted in the area, but never Chevron. Never
the one that I wanted. Many times I could have
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harvested big, old bears. Trophy class black bears.
But as the outfitter, I did not want to harvest just
any bear. I wanted to save them for our hunters
who all had to be deferred. Save them for next

The Spring of 2020, we had a full season booked.

year, and let them get even bigger. Chevron was

We were looking forward to chasing around

my target, as it was a sincere challenge and gave

some big old bears that escaped us in 2019: the
“Arcadia Hit List”. Come March, the world shut
down and everything changed. Borders closed,
and international travel was at a standstill. Our
clients were unable to cross, and we were unable
to hunt the hills and chase those big bruins around.
I went out to place trail cams and prepare for a
season anyways, hoping things would change and
borders would open. The more time progressed,
the worse it looked; more and more shutdowns as
the clock ticked along. Instead of sitting around
and waiting, I decided to chase after a ghost:
Chevron. A big color phase bear that had eluded
us and our hunters for the past 3 seasons.

me something to focus on while the world was in

through, leaving the prints in the grass, no more

turmoil. Targeting ONE specific predator, in a vast

than 30 minutes prior! He was in the area! I set up

wilderness landscape. A challenge indeed. We do

shop on a nearby hillside to wait. And wait I did.

not bait in British Columbia, so I simply had to be

All day. Nothing….

in the right place at the right time.

This went on for another 3 days. He did not
come back. Every other bear would show up,

Time and time again, I missed the mark. I would

but Chevron just wouldn’t come to the party.

head to the areas I had my trail cams to see if

May Long hit, (a Canadian long weekend where

Chevron had been there. Most times they were

everyone goes camping for the first nice weekend

empty, or another bear had walked through.

of the Spring). Campers surrounded me, blasting

One early morning, I remember looking over at

their music over a half mile away, but so loud I

the dew in the grass, and could see what looked

could make out the song and sing along. They

like footprints. I checked the camera placed 50

started bombing around down the roads on their

feet away, and sure enough, Chevron had walked

ATVs and making a racket. That’s not my style of

hope your timing was spot on. While showing him
this area, I looked in the distance and saw what
looked like a good sized scat pile. I went down
to check it out, and sure enough, a big bear had
defecated in the area. And over there too…and
there…and there! There was good sized scat all
over. Clearly, another big bear had been in the
area, or…it was Chevron. This was within a mile
of the area I had just spent 2 weeks hunting for
Chevron, so it could easily be him. We set up a trail
cam to see what it was. Shortly after, a massive
rainstorm blew in and socked us in to the ground.
We couldn’t see 50 yards in the fog, and were
getting poured on. We stuck it out until dark,
and went home with our tail between our legs,
hunting, so I decided to leave the area alone until

thoroughly drenched and dragging.

everyone else left, and Rosi and I went home to
give it a break.

Next morning was the same, fog and rain. It finally
cleared at 1pm, half the day lost. Jesse and I

I returned to the area at the end of May, and

jumped on the quad and zipped out to the area to

things hadn’t changed. I still had Chevron hit up

check the trail cams and see if there had been any

one of my cameras a few days before, so no one
else had caught up to him during May Long, but it
didn’t mean I was any closer to him.
I called out my good friend Jesse Wuerch to give
me a hand. I needed more eyes to cover a bigger
area. I just couldn’t see enough, and knew I was
missing something. Jesse came out, and I toured
him through the area to show him what we were
dealing with. I decided to take him to an area
nearby that I wasn’t hunting, but one that had
held bears in the past. An area you couldn’t look
into from a distance as there was no vantage point
available, you simply had to walk through and
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movement. I decided to leave the ATV back a mile,

that the Safety was on. (As a hunting guide, my

and walk into the area to stay nice and quiet. As

rifle is 99% my bear backup and protection in the

we walked closer, the wind switched and was hard

mountains, for myself and my clients. I never have

at our backs. Not a great situation, but there was

a safety on for this reason, so I am ready when the

no alternative. I figured we could at least check the

moment calls for it. At some point, it had been

camera.

bumped forward). I took the safety off quickly,
jacked a round in the chamber and tried lining up

As we neared the meadows the scat piles were in,

again. Chevron had run another 20 yards, and was

creeping in slowly, I saw a flash of brown! There he

now at treeline. He took one look back, and went

was, charging uphill to treeline to exit stage left!

to lunge into the timber. I pulled off a quick shot

I looked for a quick rest, but had nothing. I was

and felt the hard recoil of the rifle smoke my skull.

in the middle of a deactivated road, with a target

I wasn’t settled in at all, everything happening

running hard uphill. I slammed my bipod into my

within 30 seconds, and that .300 Win Mag hit me

rifle and laid down as quick as I could. Jesse yelled

hard. I looked up after the shot, and saw Chevron

out the range: 250 yards! I squeezed…nothing…

spin hard and tumble. He got back up and ran

WHAT!? I ejected the bullet and everything was

into a leaning tree, spun again, and ran onwards.

fine. I put another in and again, nothing. I realized

He vanished. We scanned the hillside, my heart

pumping, and saw a pile of brown fluff. It was
Chevron, lying expired upon the hillside. I got

My journey for the Arcadia Ghost Chevron had

him! A 273 yard running shot wasn’t what I had

come to an end. I was successful after a total of

anticipated, but, it worked out.

roughly 3 weeks of hunting days chasing after

Chevron was as big and beautiful as I had

him. A challenge that was truly worthwhile and

imagined. He measured 7’4” squared, and had

rewarding, and one I will never forget. Chevron

a nice big head. One ear was ripped from fights

will be immortalized by our great Taxidermist Brian

during the rut, and one of his eyes was shrunken

Kadrmas of Dakota Taxidermy, and at Arcadia

and blind, also from an injury over the past 3 years.

Outfitting for our future hunters to see. We are

The first time I saw him, he did not have this torn

happy he gets to stay close to home, and enjoyed

ear, or the blind eye. It is truly amazing to see how

by all for many years to come. An amazing bear,

hard their lives are in the wild. Mother nature is

and my first.

not kind, but these animals are incredibly tough.
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